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An Improved Implementation of Brain Tumor Detection Using
Segmentation Based on Neuro Fuzzy Technique
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Abstract: Implementation of a neuro-fuzzy segmentation process of the MRI data is presented in this
study to detect various tissues like white matter, gray matter, csf and tumor. The advantage of
hierarchical self organizing map and fuzzy c means algorithms are used to classify the image layer by
layer. The lowest level weight vector is achieved by the abstraction level. We have also achieved a
higher value of tumor pixels by this neuro-fuzzy approach. The computation speed of the proposed
method is also studied. The multilayer segmentation results of the neuro fuzzy are shown to have
interesting consequences from the viewpoint of clinical diagnosis. Neuro fuzzy technique shows that
MRI brain tumor segmentation using HSOM-FCM also perform more accurate one.
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INTRODUCTION

the field of medical imaging and soft computing have
made significant survey in the field of image
segmentation[5-8]. Image segmentation techniques can
be classified as based on edge detection, region or
surface growing, threshold level, classifier such as
Hierarchical Self Organizing Map (HSOM), and feature
vector clustering or vector quantization.
Vector
quantization has proved to be a very effective model for
image segmentation process[9]. Vector quantization is a
process of portioning an n-dimensional vector space
into M regions so as to optimize a criterion function
when all the points in each region are approximated by
the representation vector Xi associated with that region.
There are two processes involved in the vector
quantization: one is the training process which
determines the set of codebook vector according to the
probability of the input data, the other is the encoding
process which assigns input vectors to the code book
vectors. Vector quantization process has been
implemented in terms of the competitive learning
neural network (CLNN)[10]. Self Organizing Map
(SOM)[11] is a member of the CLNNs and this can be
the best choice when implementing vector quantization
using neural network[11-16]. The importance of SOM for
vector quantization is primarily due to the similarity
between the competitive learning process employed in
the SOM and the vector quantization procedure. The
main shortcoming of the SOM is that the number of

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is the state-ofthe-art medical imaging technology which allows cross
sectional view of the body with unprecedented tissue
contrast[1-2]. MRI plays an important role in assessing
pathological conditions of the ankle, foot and brain. It
has rapidly evolved into an accepted modality for
medical imaging of disease processes in the
musculoskeletal system, especially the foot and brain
due to the use of non-ionizing radiation. MRI provides
a digital representation of tissue characteristic that can
be obtained in any tissue plane. The images produced
by an MRI scanner are best described as slices through
the brain. MRI has the added advantage of being able to
produce images which slice through the brain in both
horizontal and vertical planes.
Segmentation is an important process to extract
information
from
complex
medical
images.
Segmentation has wide application in medical field[3-4].
The main objective of the image segmentation is to
partition an image into mutually exclusive and
exhausted regions such that each region of interest is
spatially contiguous and the pixels within the region are
homogeneous with respect to a predefined criterion.
Widely used homogeneity criteria include values of
intensity, texture, color, range, surface normal and
surface curvatures. During the past many researchers in
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describe the HSOM structure, learning procedure and
then FCM with abstraction tree. The pseudocode for the
above neuro fuzzy technique is also presented at the
end of this section.
The HSOM is organized as pyramidal structure
consisting of multiple layers where each layer
resembles the single layer SOM. The detailed
explanations and the structure of the HSOM were
presented by S.M. Bhandarkar et.al.[2]. Learning
process consists of sequential corrections of the vectors
representing neurons. On every step of the learning
process a random vector is chosen from the initial data
set and then the best-matching (the most similar to it)
neuron coefficient vector is identified. The winner is
selected, which is the most similar to the input
vector[23]. The distance between the vectors usually
measured in the Euclidean metric and is given by

neural units in the competitive layer needs to be
approximately equal to the number of regions desired in
the segmented image. It is not however, possible to
determine a priori the correct number of regions M in
the segmented image. This is the main limitation of the
conventional SOM for image segmentation. The HSOM
directly address the aforesaid shortcomings of the
SOM. HSOM is the combination of self organization
and topographic mapping technique. HSOM combine
the idea of regarding the image segmentation process as
one of data abstraction where the segmented image is
the final domain independent abstraction of the input
image. The hierarchical segmentation process for a
hierarchical structure is called abstraction tree. The
abstraction tree bears some resemblance to the major
familiar quad tree data structure[17] used in the several
image processing and image analysis algorithms.
Clustering is the process of grouping a data set in a way
that the similarity between data within a cluster is
maximized while the similarity between data of
different clusters is maximized[18] and is used for
pattern recognition in image processing. To recognize a
given pattern in an image various techniques have been
utilized, but in general two broad categories of
classifications have been made: unsupervised
techniques and supervised techniques. In the
unsupervised method, data items that are to be clustered
are not preclassified while in supervised clustering the
data points are preclassified. One of the well-known
unsupervised algorithms that can be applied to many
applications such as image segmentation[19], fuzzy c
means (FCM)[20] etc.. FCM algorithm is one of the
popular fuzzy clustering algorithms which are classified
as constrained soft clustering algorithm. A soft
clustering algorithm finds a soft partition of a given
data set by which an element in the data set may
partially belong to multiple clusters. Moreover, there is
a constraint on the function that the membership degree
of a point in all the clusters adds up to 1[21-22]. The
researchers in this field have used SOM or HSOM or
FCM separately as one of the tool for the image
segmentation of MRI brain for the tumor analysis. In
this paper, we propose a hybrid technique combining
the advantages of HSOM and FCM and implemented
for the MRI image segmentation process to detect
various tissues like white matter, gray matter, cst and
tumor.

x−w

c

= min {[ x − w i ]}

(1)

i

Where, x is the neuron, WC is the winning neuron
vector and Wi is the weight vector. The modified
weight vector coefficients can be calculated by

()

wi ( t + 1) = wi ( t ) + h ci ( t ) ∗ x ( t ) − w t

(2)

Where t is the epoch number (discrete-time index),
x (t) is the vector and is obtained by selecting a sample
randomly for iteration t. The function hci (t) is called
neighborhood function and it represents a nonincreasing function of time and the distance between
the winning neuron and its neighbors on the grid. The
function hci (t) consists of two parts: the proper distance
function and the learning rate function and is given by
h ( t ) = h ( rc − ri ) ∗ a ( t )

(3)

where, r determines neuron position on the grid. The
result of neighborhood function h(t) is an initial cluster
center (centroids) for fuzzy c means algorithms. Cluster
is a group of vectors with the distance between any two
of them shorter than that between this group and the
neighboring ones.
FUZZY C-MEANS ALGORITHM (FCM)

IMPLEMENTATION OF HSOM AND
FCM ALGORITHM

FCM algorithm based on the concept of fuzzy Cpartition, which was introduced by various researcher in
this field Ruspini[24], developed by Dunn[25] and
generalized by Bezdek[26]. The aim of FCM is to find

In this section we discussed the implementation of
the HSOM and FCM algorithm in detail. First, we
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is very important for an FCM algorithm. If a good set of
initial cluster centers is chosen, the algorithm make less
iterations to find the actual cluster centers. The winning
neural units and their corresponding weight vectors
from each layer result in a hierarchical structure termed
as an abstraction tree[1]. Each node in the abstraction
tree represents the region of the image at a specified
level of abstraction[2]. A segmented image is generated
on demand by traversing the abstraction tree in the
breadth first manner starting from the root node until
some criterion is met. The size of the abstraction tree
(weight vector) is expanded if the sum of the variances
of weight vector divided by size of the weight vector is
less than element of weight vector. Otherwise the node
is labeled as a closed node and none of its descendants
are visited. Regions corresponding to the closed nodes
constitute a segmented image and the resulting
segmented image usually contains the regions from
different abstraction levels.

cluster centers (centroids) that minimize dissimilarity
functions[21-22]. In order to accommodate the fuzzy
partitioning technique, the membership matrix (U) is
randomly initialized as
c
i =1

(4)

Uij = 1, ∀j = 1,..., n

where, i is the number of cluster and j is the image data
points.
The dissimilarity function can be computed as
J(U,c1,c 2 ,...,cc ) =

c
i =1

Ji =

c n
i =1 j=1

u ijmd ij2

(5)

where, Uij is between 0 and 1, ci is the centroid of
cluster i, dij is the Euclidian distance between ith
centroid (ci) and jth data point, m is a weighting
exponent and the value is greater than one. The
minimum of dissimilarity function can be computed as
Uij =

1
dij
c
k =1 d
kj

2 /(m−1)

Pseudo code of the neuro fuzzy technique:
Procedure seg (image)
/* Read the input image*/
im=imread(image);
/*Find the Feature value for the input
image(Features are entropy,energy,Idm*/
feature(1,1)=energy(im)
feature(1,2)=entropy(im)
feature(1,3)=idm(im)
/* Segmented result using abstraction tree*/
for each layer of segmentation( 1 to k))
/*initialize som map value*/
map=2;
/*find the winner neuron*/
[win,wx,wy]=winner(map,im)
/*find the som mapping vector*/
mw(x,y,a)=mw(x,y,a)+gain*(mw(wx,wy,a)mw(x,y,a))
/*find the abstraction tree*/
sum=sum(var(mw))/map
if(sum>mw(i,j))
e(i,j)=mw(i,j) ;
/*find the cluster center*/
hc=hclucter( e )
c=hc’
[m,n]=size(c) ;
/*segmentation using fuzzy c means*/
clustfcm(im,c,n)
else
/* expand the som mapping*/
map=map+2;
k=k+1;
end;
end seg;

(6)

where, dij=||xi-cj||, dkj =||xi-ck||, xi is the i th of ddimensional data, cj is the d-dimension center of the
cluster and ||*|| is any norm expressing the similarity
between any measured data and center. This iteration
will stop when Maxij{ |uij(k+1)-uij(k)| } < , where is a
termination criterion between 0 and 1, whereas k are the
iteration steps. The steps of the FCM algorithm has
been listed as follows
Initialize U=[uij] matrix, U(0)
At k-step: Initialize centers vectors C(k) = [cj] taken
from HSOM mapping clustering algorithm
Update U(k) , U(k+1), then compute the dissimilarity
function
Uij =

1
dij
c
k =1
d kj

2 /(m −1)

If || U(k+1) - U(k)||< then STOP; otherwise return to step
3.
In the first step, the algorithm selects the initial
cluster centers from SOM clustering algorithm. Then,
in later steps after several iterations of the algorithm,
the final result converges to actual cluster center.
Therefore a good set of initial cluster is achieved and it
843
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RESULTS

value of weight vector

12

The results of the implementation of the hybrid
neuro fuzzy segmentation process are discussed in this
section. Any computer aided analysis; the execution
time is one of the important parameters for analyzing
medical images. The number of tumor pixels detected
by various methods with the execution time is presented
in Table 1. In these results, we have calculated the
number of pixels affected by the tumor cells and the
results have been compared with the existing results.
Our proposed neuro fuzzy based segmentation
technique provides better values. For the computation
purpose, we have used the input features as entropy,
energy and idm. The accuracy of the brain tumor
segmentation process is compared with the existing
methods. The percentage detection of tissues like tumor
is 97.3. We have also studied the execution time for
different segmentation techniques. SOM k means and
HSOM k means require less time than the proposed
one. The weight vector value obtained for the proposed
method is less compared to the existing results. This is
due to the clustering process and abstraction level
technique.
The variation of the weight vector values for the
different types of segmentation process is depicted in
Fig .1. The weight vector for the SOM with fuzzy is
8x8. The weight vector for the SOM with k means is
about 12 12. This weight vector value for the SOM
with fuzzy is higher[1] but it is less in our proposed
method. The weight vector for the HSOM with k means
and HSOM with fuzzy are also depicted in the above
Fig. 1. The weight vector for the HSOM with k means
is means. The input features for the segmentation
process[1] are mean, median, standard deviation.
The input features for the calculation of the weight
vector for the HSOM with c means includes some new
feature like energy, entropy and idm. We have used six
features, but we have achieved the lowest value of
weight vector values. This is due to the fuzzy clustering
technique and the abstraction level.
Figure 2 shows the variation of the total number of
tumor pixels detected of an image with various
segmentation techniques. The value of the tumor cells
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Fig. 1: Relationship between the weight vector with the
types of segmentation techniques
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Fig. 2: Variation of total number of tumor pixels with
type segmentation techniques
detected with our proposed implementation is about
3223 for the both HSOM and SOM with fuzzy but the
value of the tumor pixel detected for the SOM k means
and HSOM k means is only 2772. We have used the
standard input feature are mean, median and standard
deviation for the SOM and HSOM with k means. In our
proposed implementation of the neuro fuzzy technique
the input features are entrophy, energy, idm in addition
to the above standard input features. The increase in the
value of the detected tumor cells is due to the
abstraction level and fuzzy clustering process.
In image processing, execution time is an important
parameter to analyse any image in general and in
medical image is particular. Variation of the execution
time for various segmentation processes is depicted in
Fig.3. The execution time for the SOM with FCM is
93.39 seconds as against 24.98 seconds and HSOM
with FCM is 100.03 seconds as against 100.03 seconds.
The increase in the execution time for the proposed
implementation is due to the layer by layer abstraction
level and fuzzy clustering techniques.

Table 1: Weight vector value, detected tumor pixels and execution
time with segmentation
Types of
Value of
Total No.
Execution
segmentation
weight vector Tumor value(pixel) Time (sec)
SOM-kmean[1]
12
2772
24.98
SOM—fuzzy
8
3223
93.39
HSOM-kmean[1]
12
2772
45.63
HSOM-fuzzy
6
3223
100.03
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120
Execution time(sec)

In our implementation the segmentation of white
matter, gray matter, tumor and csf at level 3.

100.03

100

93.39

CONCLUSION

80
60

A neuro fuzzy based segmentation process to detect
brain tumor was implemented. We studied the
performance of the MRI image in terms of weight
vector, execution time and tumor pixels detected and
compared the results with the existing ones. A layer by
layer abstraction level with fuzzy clustering technique
was implemented to detect various tissues like white
matter, gray matter, csf and tmor. We have achieved a
higher value of detected tumor pixels than any other
segmentation techniques. We have also achieved the
weight vector value for the neuro fuzzy is (6×6) with
the additional input features. The weight vector value,
the number of tumor cells and the execution time will
also be studied with different distance classifier
technique. The change of growth rate of the tumor of
the same patient analyze may also be undertaken.
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Fig. 3: Variation of execution time with types of
segmentation
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